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1. Introduction

In 1972 the German reactor safety commission recommended

with respect to the safety concept of the SNR 3OO con-

cerning an hypothetical core disruptive accident (HCDA)

to design the complete plant against an mechanical

energy release of 37O MWs and the reactor vessel against

150 MWs. In 1976 it has been decided to design the reactor

vessel system against the defined energy release of

370 MWs. This change greatly increased the extent of

design activities with regard to HCDA questions.

The integrity proof will be given by deformation analysis

of the reactor vessel using continuous mechanical computer

codes and by comparison of the maximum deformations to

verified design limits. The deformation behavior of the

vessel system during the HCDA has been analysed by com-

puter codes which describe the impuls and pressure dis-

tribution for all elements by which the geometry has been

modelled. Simultaneously the codes calculate the hydro-

dynamic processes and the time and position dependent

stress and strain distributions.

The accuracy of these complicated computer codes describing

pressure and deformation behavior will be evaluated by

an experimental series of explosion tests on vessels.

2. SNR Concept for HCDA Design Deformation Limits

In an earlier stage the deformation criterion for HCDA

design limits was only derived from results of uniaxial

material tests on small scaled specimens. It was based

on uniform elongation of the base material in tensile

tests at design temperature (Table 1).

All other effects, which can diminish the deformation

behavior have been taken into consideration by reduction

factors. For example factors have been defined concerning

the following phenomena

- weld material

- tnultiaxiality

thermal aging

- material utilization by creep and fatigue

strain rate and

irradiation.

In the earlier discussion with the reactor safety com-

mission it was required to verify the concept related

to the deformation limits with large specimens.

The main interest was to proof the integral behavior of

a weld joint specimen with original wall thickness and

relatively large dimension (wide plate) to simulate a

plane strain situation in the weld material. It was

planned to do such tests for begin of ^ife (BOL) and

an aged material as part of end of ^ife (EOL) condition.

The first test results on wide plates without weld

defects showed very good deformation behavior. Therefore
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the question came up how far the difference between ex-

perimental results and the defined limit could cover

other influences like weld defects. It was not possible

to estimate the influence of weld defects because there

is a nonlinearity in stress strain behavior of the mate-

rial and a nonlinear stress (and strain) distribution at

the crack tip too.

The first results on defect affected wide plate specimens

showed a greater influence of weld defects on the defor-

mation behavior than had been estimated from the open

literature. Therefore the experimental extent was greatly

increased and it was tried to simulate the experimental

results by using a finite element computer code. Concerning

these theoretical activities it is intended to give a

more detailed information in this paper.

3. Experimental Verification With Wide Plate Tensile Specimens

22 wide plate tests have been performed on material

X 6 CrNi 18 11 (DIN Type 1.4948).

The drawing of the test specimen which has been used is

given in Fig. 1. The gage length includes a longitudinal

and a transverse weld in form of a cross. The main dimen-

sions are:

- 500 mm width

400 mm gage length

- 40 mm thickness.

The position of the defect is•illustrated for the crack

affected specimens in Fig. 1. The dimensions for the

reference defect are 60 mm length and 4 mm height. Besides

the welded specimens with artificial defect in the weld

root both specimens with artificial hot cracking affected

areas and base material specimens with mechanical fab-

ricated defects have been tested.

Material behavior for base and weld material of type

X 6 CrNi 18 11 (DIN No. 1.4948, similar to 304 H) is

illustrated in Fig. 2 by the stress strain curves at

45O°C. The differences are given by 0.2 % yield stress
2 2

with 170 N/mm for base and 280 N/mm for weld material.

UTS amounts to 460 N/mm for base and 37O N/mm for weld

metal. The main difference exists in the uniform elon-

gation of both materials: 34 % for the wrought and 15 %

for weld metal.

The results of the wide plate tensile tests are summarized

in Fig. 3. In this diagram uniform elongation is given

as a function of the relative crack size t/s. In this hy-

pothesis it is assumed that the crack length does not

influence the integral deformation of the wide plate specimens.

In the MPA tests only specimens without defect (t/s = 0),

artifial cracks in the weld root and wall penetrating

defects have been tested. For the WBK-tests only hot

crack affected weld specimens have been used. For defining

a t/s-value the size of the hot crack region has been

described as the depth of a mechanical defect. In the

average the alternate defect size amount to 2/3 of the

hot crack region depth.

In Fig. 3 results of others than 45O°C tests have been

standardized from test temperature to 45O°C by using the

following factors:

, = £25°C x ° * 8 (=c^200°C x °'9S} ~ ̂ 5 0 ^ x 1 < 0 5 )

The transformation factors have been derived from the
temperature dependency of the elongation in tensile test
for this type of material.

For comparison of test results to the results of defor-

mation analysis an average curve has been used which is

given in Fig. 3.

4. CONCEPT OF DEFORMATION CALCULATIONS

A deformation analysis has been in i t i a ted to determine how fracture

mechanics parameters (such as COD, crack t i p opening angle, local stress

or strain) for the duct i le 304 steel and especially for the welds
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correlate with the experimentally observed overall strain a't failure.

Since the overall strain at failure was for the wide plate experiments

between 10 and 30 per cent, and the local strains at the defects are

expected to be considerably higher, a small strain analysis is inade-

quate to describe the stress and strain history during such an experi-

ment. This complicates the calculations considerably and makes it impos-

sible to apply available general purpose computer programmes. An ad hoc

computer programme developed at Delft-University and further improved

at THO, has been used. It is based on a formulation given by BESSELING

|lj. A brief summary of this theory is included here.

For the description of the large plastic strains an Eulerian or spatial

description has been chosen. In this description the nodal point

coordinates of the deformed state(Xj) and time (t) are the independent

variables. Equilibrium at time t is guaranteed when the following

virtual power equation holds:

dV = / p, v, dA (1)

for any virtual, but Hnematically admissible, verlocity field v,. In (1)

t— is the Cauchy stress tensor, p. the external stress per unit deformed

area and d.. the virtual rate of deformation:

2 i 3V Iv (2)

The effect of volume forces can be concluded but has been omitted here

since it is not of interest for the wide plate analysis.

It is assumed that the material is initially isotropic and that the

' elastic strains are small with respect to unity. With these restrictions

ij = Sijlk • Elk

where e.^ are the elastic strains and

moduli:

Sijlk = < C - Z/3 G) 6ij- 6lk + 2

= Sijlk ' E1k (3)

is the tensor of elastic

l 6jk •

G being the shear modulus and C the compression modulus.

The difference between the rate of deformation d.^ and the rate of

plastic deformations e'!. is in terms of the elastic strain tensor and

the instantaneous rate of rotation
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"ij 3X ; (5)

expressed by the equation:

Eij " Ekj • -ik + Eik • - y - dij * Eij <6>

The left hand side of this expression is the so-called Jaumann derivative.

In case of elastic-ideally plasticmaterial and a VON MISES yield sur-

face

- 1/3 o< = 0 (7)

where

The rate of plastic deformation is:

r " = A _ _

ij as.

where A can be eliminated with (7).

(8)

The plastic deformation with strainhardening described by the fraction

or overlay model can be described in a similar way for each volume

fraction.

This leads to the constitutive rate equations

kj • ui C d
nn

(9)



where Y?.L1 is the so-called yield matrix of the volume fraction p and
n ^gr the corresponding fraction of the total volume.

A finite element distribution and a distribution of the coordinates and

velocities over the elements on terms of nodal point values must now

be assumed.

When these instant velocity fields as (9) are substituted in the virtual

power equation (1), and the equation is differentiated with respect to

time this leads to a set of linear equations for the nodal point velo-

cities of the type:

[K - P + G] v = f (10)

K being the structural stiffness matrix, P the yield matrix, G the

geometrical stiffness matrix and f the vector of loading rates.

Having available the solution as t=t and the solution of (10), the com-

plete solution is determined for (t +at), assuming local linearization.

At present an ad hoc finite element programme is available for plane

2-dimensionai structures based on this formulation. The element type

is a constant strain triangle, but it has been planned to incorporate

an axi-symmetric element as well for large strain analyses of axi-sym-

metric structures.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE DEFORMATION ANALYSES

The wide plate specimen with the Internal crack is shown in Figure 1.

The defect is located at the intersection of a longitudinal and a

transversal weld. The cracklength is 60 mm, whereas its width (a)

varies. The smallest ligament Is for all cases 12 mm. A detailed

stress- and strain distribution and related fracture mechanics para-

meters have been determined for three cases (a=l, 2 and 4 mm).

Since a 3-dimensional large-strain analysis is extremely expensive and

a computer programme for such an analysis is not directly available,

a 2-dimensional problem has been solved assuming the cracklength to

be infinite. The cracklength is relatively long and therefore it can

be expected that this plane strain problem gives a fairly accurate

approximate solution for the stress »nd strain distribution in a plane

(as indicated in Figure 1) at some distance from the ends of the crack

surface.

The chosen finite-element mesh is shown In Figure 4. Around the crack

tip at the smallest ligament side a relatively fine element mesh has been

generated, because the onset of crack-growth can be expected at this tip.

The element type Is a 3 node triangular, constant strain element. A

characteristic length of the smallest element is 0.2 mm.

The boundary condition is a prescribed longitudinal end displacement.

This displacement is chosen such that the overall strain is somewhat

larger than the strain to failure observed during the corresponding

experiment. The average overall-strain increment per step is circa

0.2 per cent. During the early stage of plastic deformation the incre-

ments are small (0.003-0.004 per cent.) to assure an accurate descrip-

tion of the local plastic strains near the crack tip. When the plate

is in general yield the displacement increments can be taken much

larger (= 0.3 per cent.).

As mentioned before the description of the plastic deformation is based

on the so-called fraction model of BESSEL1NG \2]. The input stress-

strain curve for the analysis and the experimental data are shown in

Figure 5.

The fracture mechanics parameters considered up till now are : (l)the
crack tip opening displacement (CTOD), (2) the crack tip opening angle
(CTOA), the logarithmic or true strain component perpendicular to crack
surface at the cracktip, (4) the averaged VON MISES stress ahead of the
crack tip.

CTOp_and_CIQA

Both the CTOD and the CTOA can be derived from the crack edge displace-

ment. In Figure 6 an example is given of the crack edge displacement as

a function of the overall strain (a=4 mm). As can be seen any choise of

a CTOD is rather arbitrary. A more unique quantity to the CTOA although

the accuracy of the CTOA depends on the element size. For the case where

a = 1 mm the crack edge displacement is described with only 6 nodal

points, and the calculated CTOA is somewhat underestimated. Figure 7

shows the CTOA versus the overall strain. The points of failure have
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been indicated. It appears that the critical CTOA is a function of the

crack size (a). In the parameter range investigated a fairly accurate

approximation is (Figure 8 ) :

' CTOAl
-7i~J = 0.45 mm" (1)

Logarithmic or truestraindistribution

Figure 9 shows for a = 4 mm the logarithmic or true strain in y-direction

ahead of the crack tip. The strain concentration is localized at a very

small region near the crack tip. The true strain in y-direction at the

crack tip versus the overall strain is shown in FigureiO. The experi-

mentally obtained critical values have been indicated as well. The

critical maximum true strain is a function of the crack size. In the

parameter range investigated an accurate curve fit is obtained with the

formular:

e = 0.175 0.135 (2)

where a is the crack size in mm.

tteanstresscriterjon

Several authors [3] have proposed a so-called mean stress criterion

which assumes that the average stress over a characteristic length

ahead of the crack tip is a quantity which can describe the onset of

crack growth. In the present analysis we have considered the equivalent

stress according to VON MISES. The distribution of this stress near the

cracktip is shown in Figure 11 for different levels of the overall strain.

The stress concentration is localized at a very small region near the

crack tip. The averaged stress over a distance of 0.1 mm (half the

original element size) from the crack tip is shown in Figure 12 as a

function of the overall strain. The critical values can for the para-

meter combinations investigated be described by the formular:

o = 550 •?+ 230 (3)

6. DISCUSSION

With the analysis discussed and the corresponding computerprogramme

it is possible to carry out an accurate, large-strain analysis for a

cracked or uncracked two-dimensional structure.

To decide what fracture mechanics parameter is the best to describe

the onset of defect growth in general yield for the material under

investigation, requires a further careful examination of all experi-

mental and theoretical data. For example the scatter in the experimen-

tally obtained overall failure strain, the comparison of the real and

the idealized defect shape must be considered in more detail.

At present the parameter (COTA//a)c seems to be a very suitable para-

meter, which can be determined most accurately from the analysis, but

also other parameters such as the strain energy release rate require

further investigation. The local strain at the tip of the crack could

also be a suitable parameter but the accurate determination requires

a further local refinement of the finite element grid.

Another aspect which complicates the situation is the difference in

properties of the weldment and the base metal which interacts in the

specimen.
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TABLE 1

DESIGN CRITERION

DEFORMATION LIMIT

EEQUIV " £UNIF. ' Fl * FFAILURE FO ' F2 * F6

WJF
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Wide Plate Specimen With Artificial Internal Crack

FACTOR

£

Fl
FFAILURE

^WJF

FO

F2 " F6

INFLUENCE

MIN. UNIF, ELONG. OF
MAT. AT TEMPERATURE

WELD JOINT FACTOR

CRACK IN THE WELD

MIN. STRAIN AT
RUPTURE OF WIDE
PLATE WITH REF-
ERENCE CRACK

MULTIAXIALITY

OPERATION CONDI-
TION

PARAMETER

<.50°C

X 6 CRNI 18 11

DEPENDS ON MULTI-
AXIALITY

<60°C
REFERENCE FAILURE
0.1 S X 1.5 S
TF = 1.0
TF - 1.73

6a. B2, B3

TEMPERATURE/
STRESS/ IRRA-
DIATION

AMOUNT

(28 %)

(0.7)

17.5 %
14.5 %

1/TF '

Fig.1

O — • weld-moterio!
A —*• base material

10
—-strain d |%J

Stress-Strain Curve Of Weld- And Base-Material
Mat. Na 1 W 8 , Test Temperature 450°C
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Fig.3
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Fig.4
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